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INtnooucrtoN

AssrRAcr
Three-dimensional
counter-diffractometer
data
and a full-matrix least-squares method have been
used to refine tle crystal structure of cryolite,
Na3AlFu, from Ivigfut, Greenland. The space group
is F21/n with sel dimensions a : 5.4024(2), b :
5,5959(2), c = 7.7564(3)4, p = 90.273(1) ". The
final conventional R-factor for 726 observed reflections ts 3.3Vo.
The structure of cryolite consists of isolated regular AlF6 octahedra linl,ed by two crystallographlcally distinct Na atoms, one of which occupies a
fairly regular octahedron and tle other occupies
an extremely distorted cubic antiprism. Although
of monoclinic symmetry, cryolite is pseudo-cubic
with a super-ceU multipucity of 2. From this supercell, the cells of all the homotypic alkali-metal
hexafluorides may be derived, and a structure is
proposed for the tetragonal polymorphs of KaAlFu,
RbsAIFo and Cs3AlF6. The complex polymorphism
of these compounds may be related to the coordination requirements of the large alkali-metal
cations.

nFsuu6
I-es donn6es d'un contre-diffractomdtre ir trois
dimensions et une m6thode des moindres carr6s i
matrioe entiEre ont 6t6 utilis6s pour raffiner la
NaaAlF",
struoture cristalline
de la cryolite,
dTvigtut, Gro6nland. Ir groupe spatial est P21ln
avec les dimensions de maille a = 5.4O24Q), b =
5.5959Q), c - 7.7564(3)4, F = 90.278(1)'. Le
facteur conventionnel final R, pour les 726 r6flexions observ6es, est de 3,3%.
La structure do la cryolite eonsiste d'octaddres
AlFe isol6s et r6guliers li6s par deux atomes cristallographiquement distincts de Na, un qui occupe
uq octabdre assez r6gulier et I'autre qui occupe
un anti-prisme cubique trls distortionn6. Bien que
de sym6trie monoclinique, la cryolite est pseudocubique avec une multiplicit6 super-maille de 2.
De cette super-maille, les mailles de toutes les hexafluorures m6talliques homotypiques alkalines peuvent Stre d6riv6es et une structure est propos6e
pour les polymorphes quaternaires de KgAlFs, de
RbsAlFo, et de CqAlF6. Ir polymorphisme complexe de ces compos6s p€ut etre reli6 aux conditions de coordination des grandes cations m€talliques alkalines.
(Iraduit par le journal)

Cryolite is the principal mineral of the aluminium fluoride lpouP, and the only one to be
of any commercial importance. The mineral is
associated typically with late-stage pegmatitic
activity in granitic tertains, occurring together
with fluorite, topaz and the rarer aluminium
fluorides listed in Table 1. The limited chemical data available seem to indicate that little
or no solid solution can occur in any of these
phases. This would suggest that the structure
exerts an €xtrenre control on the chemistry of
these minerals, and contrasts with the situation
extant in the common silicates where a wide
variety of continuous chemical variations often
exist for a given structure type. All of the structures listed in Table 1 are characterized by an
array of AlFe octahedra that do not share any
element, but are linked together by the large
alkali-metal cations. In this respect, these minerals provide an excelent opportunity to examine the crystal-chemical effects of large-cationanion interactions. Although these effects are
often of crucial importance in determining
phase stabilities in tle silicates, they tend to be
obscured by the bonding effects of the smaller
di and tri-valent cations and by polymerization
of the silicate tetrahedra. In addition, the fact
that structural variation in the aluminium fluorides is discrete rather than sontinuous imposes
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ila3AlF6
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lhls study
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Frondel (1948)
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CaAlz(F,OH)8
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Ferguson(1949)
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Na2-8(Al'l4s)li
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(F,oH)48.;Hro

P a b s t( 1 9 3 9 )

P\la
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Ferguson (1946)

cocco et dl,

(1967)
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much more rigid boundary conditions on cation-anion interactions.
The crystal structure of cryolite is of particular interest as it is the type structure for a
large num,ber of hexafluoride compounds (Wyckoff 1965), many of which are of commercial
interest. The structure was originally solved by
N6ray-Szab6 & Sasv6ri (1938) who confirmed
the monoclinic symmetry established by earlier
morphological studies (Krenner 1883; Biiggild
l9L2; Hlnrtze t9L5).
ExpBruLtsNrar,
The crystals used in this study were from the
Ivigtut cryolite depoiit in southwest Greenland.
Single-crystal precession photographs exhibited
monoclinic symmetry, with systematic absences
hAL h+l : 2n*l and 0ft0, k = 2n*1. This is
compatible with the spacegroup P2rln as found
by NSray-Szab6& Sasv6ri (1938) and not with
PZrl m as reported by Steward & Rooksby (1953)
and Holm (1965). Cell dimensions were determined by least-squaresrefinement of 15 reflections aligned automatically on a 4-circle diffractometer. The values obtained here (Iable 2)
correspond closely with those reported by Menzer (1928) and not those of Ndray-SzaM &
Sasv6ri (1938).
An irregular equidimensional crystal of
0.15mm was used to collect the intensity data.
The crystal was mounted on a Syntex Pl automatic diffractometer operating in the d-2d scan
mode with variable rates from 2,O-24.Oo/min.
TABTE
2. UNIT.CELL
DII.IENSIOI{S
OF CRYOLITE

b([)
a(A)
e(.)
"(i)
5.46
5.61
7.80
90.2
lbrqy-Szabo& S6varl (1938)
5 . 3 e ( 1 ) s . s e ()r 7 . 7 6 ( 1 1 9 0 . 2
l4szer (1928)
(2) 7.is54(3)90.278(l
s.4024(21
5.595e
) Thls study
TATLE4. AToI4ICPoSITI0NS
AllDEQUMI-ENT
ISoTR0PIC
TEtilpEM'tURE
'equiv.

depending on the peak count through an angle
of 2" and the q.ral separation. Graphite monochromatized MoKcu radiation 0r = 0.71O69A)
was used, and background counts rvere made
at the beginning and end of each scan. Two
standard reflections were rnonitored everv 50
reflections, and no significant change was noted
during data collection. A total of 823 reflections was measured out to a 20 value of 65o.
The data were corrected for Lorentz, polarization and background effects, but no absorption
corrections were done as preliminary calculations showed them to be negligible for this
crystal. A reflection was considered to be observed if its magnitude was greater than three
standard deviations based on counting statistics.
Application of this procedure resulted n 726
observed reflections.
RsrnIeIvrBNt
The atomic coordinates of N6ray.Szab6 &
Sasv6ri (1938) were used as initial parameters
for the least-squares program RFINE (Finger
1969). Scatteling factors for neutral atoms were
taken from Cromer & Mann (1968) and anoTAELE6. SELECTIbIIITERAMTIC DISTAIIIS AIID A{ETES'MR CRYOLIIE
At-F(1)
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| 2
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0
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0
0
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0
1/2
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0.2't9412)
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-0.0630(2)
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TABLE5. ANISOTROPIC
TEI.IPEM'TURE
FACIORS
FORCRYOLITE.T

Btt

"22

"'t2

AI
558(23) 521(23') 286(n)
0
Ita(l )
e r 9 ( 3 5 ) 8 5 s ( 3 5 ) 448(l7)
0
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F ( l)
r 3 0 6 ( 4)1 1 2 7 5 ( 4 3 ) 3 3 e (7r)
36(33)
F(2)
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438(3r)
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r All values Xl05
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r(r)e-r(l)c
r(2) -r(2)b
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x
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!
t
!
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1
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1
I
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I

Z.Zg.rQ)E
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2.3L9(2)
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2.8L6(2,
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'
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malous dispersion corrections from Cromer
(1965). From an initial ,R-factor (Finger 1969)
ol 68Vo, tle refinement converged rapidly to
an R-factor of 6.2/o with isotropic temper'
ature facton. At this stage, the temperature
factors were sonverted to anisotropic of the
form

erp fL

i

t-l

i
lsl

h rh t1 rt
I
J

and a corregtion ms made for isotropic extinction (Zachariasen 1968) with the extinction coefficient included as a variable in the refinernenL Full-matrix refinement of all variables
resulted in convergence at R-factors of 3.3Vo
(observed) and, 3,8Vo (all data), and R. factors
(unit weigbts) of. 3.5Vo (observed) aod, 3.8Vo
(all data)" Final observed and calculated structure factors are listed in Table 3*, atomic positions and equivalent isotropic temperature factors in Table 4, and anisotropic ternperature
Iactor coefficionts in Table 5. Interatomic distances and angles were calculated using the
program ERRORS (L. W. Finger, personal
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communication) and are given in Table 6. The
magnitudes and orientations of the principal
axes of the thermal ellipsoids were calculated
with ERRORS.
DrscussroN
The crystal structure of cryolite is rnade up
of isolated AlFe octahedra linked by [6] - and
[8] - coordinated Na atoms (Fig. 1). The Al octahedron is extremely regular with both bond
lengths and angles differing little from the mean
vahles. Na(l) also shows a fairly regular octahedral coordination by F, and these octahedra
shaie corners with the Al octahedra. Na(2) is
coordinated by eight fluorines arranged in a
highly distorted cubic antiprism (Fig._ ?. Tle
wide-range of bond lengths exhibited by the
Na(2) atom results from the bond-strength requirements of the fluorine anions. This may !e
seen by inspection of Table 7, which shows the
bond-sirength (Brown & Shannon 1973) table
for cryolite calculated from the curves of Brown
(personal coinmunication). F(1) is [4]-coordintite while F(2) and F(3) are l5]-coordinate'
necessitating tle contraction of some of the
metal-F(l) bonds to sdtisfy the F(1) bondstrengfh requirements. Although the eight-fold
coordination of Na by F may be unusual (Cocco
et al. 1967), it is fairly characteristic of the aluminium fluorides as it is present in cryolite (this
study), cryolithionite (Geller 1971) and thomsenolite (Cocco et al. 1967), This coordination
is not altogether unexpected as cryolite becomes
cubic at high temperatures' with the Na(2) site
[12]-coordinate; thus in tle derivative monoclinic structure, the Na(2) site will exhibit the
maximum coordination consonant with the
anion bond-strength requirements.
Although cryolite exhibits the lowe6t symmetry of the homotypic aluminium- hexafluorides MfA1F6 (Table 8), it is pseudo-cubic
(Donnay tl)SZ) 'ilttr a super-lattice of multiolicitv 2. As I = So, the transformation 110/
itO/oOt produces a face-centred cubic array
with a*56 * 7.16A and a space-group -symmetry 6T-Fra3n. This corresponds to the highterrperature form of cryolite invctigated by
Ste;ard & Rooksby (1953); the following atomic
pmitions are proposed for this structure:

Frc. 1. D-axisprojection of part of the crystal structure of cryolite. The smaller octahedra correslnnd to rv(AlF6)3' and the larger to "(NaF )t;
the small circles show the Na(2) sites.

*Table 3 may be obtained from: Depository of
Unoublished Data. National Science Library, Natioial Researcb Council of Canada, Ottawa, ontario.
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Ftc. 2. Details of the coordination of Na(2).

Al
4a (0, 0, 0)
Na(l) 4b (I/2,l/2, t/Z)
Na(2) ,8c (L/4, Ll4, l/4;3/4, S/4, 314)
F
24e L (r, 0,0; 0, t,0;0, O,x), t * 0,Zs
From this ideal structure, the lower-symmetry aluminium fluorides are derived by rotation
of the AlFe octahedra from their ideal position
given above. For M+ = Na, K, Rb, and Cs.
unit cells are derived from the super-cell by the
transformation lz Vz. 0/ -/z %-O/ O0L.'Wrth
the exception of cryolite, this results in a tetragonal cell as indicated in Table 8. For this
structure, Z : 2, imposing limits on the possrble spacegroups if it is ass'med that the structure does not depart from an /-centred model.
The maximum symmetry possible is l4/mmm
with the atoms in the following positions:
A.1
2a0,0,0
N a ( 1 ) 2 b0 , 0 , I 1 2
Na(2) 4d O, L 12, I 14; L 12, 0, I 14
F(1)
4 e0 , 0 , z ; 0 , 0 , 7 z - 0 . 2 1
F(2)
8h I (x, x,0i1, r,0) x - 0.2g
The lower symmetries i42m, i4mZ, I4mm,
1422, I4m, 14 and.l4 are also possible with the
atoms in the above positions, modified for the
TABLE7. EONDSruNGII{ TAELEFORCRYOLITE
VlAt

vlru(r
)

lvr(r)

,^,xz

.reef

vr(z)

.4edr

,zoff

vr(s)

.coof

.rarf

z.9ro

.t 00
.073
.l 09
.l 73
1.048

TASL! 8. A-U.t:fllut{ IEXAFLUoRIDES
HofioTlpICtITt
b(A)
*r.trAlFo"

g.7o

clr:Alro

9.510(l )

B-Ll3AlF6

13.71

r-Ll3AlF6

14.2

Ld t@p. Ll3AlF6

8.39

ttlgh r@p. Ll3AlF6c

12.03(5)

Htgh t@p. Ll2AlF6

12.03(l)

Ld tstp.
hAlr6
lnte@d. (3AlF6

vlutt(2)
.177
.159
.088

change in symmetry. There is evidence that
IGAIFo exhibits two non-cubic polymorphs
(Holm 1965). According to Holm (1965), both
of these are tetragonal; conversely, a twinned
monoclinic form is reported @onnay & Ondick
1973). It is not clear whether three distinct noncubic phases exist, or whether the symmetry
has been incorrectly assigned in one of the
above cases. If the onset of cu,bic qymmetry is
taken as 327"C, the DTA cooling curves of
Holm (1965) suggestthat only two phases are
present. Ilowever, the DTA results of Garton
& Wanklyn (1965) on LiaAlFu show that whether
or not a transition is observedcan'be dependent
on heating and cooling rates and the maximum
temperahrre attained; this suggests that the
re-ults of Holm (1965) do not exclude the possibility of more than two non-cubic polymorphs

'1.018

llgh t@p.

"(A)
12.32

8.2295(31

4.8762(1)
12.32

f1.92

1.82

CRy0rtrr,
sy@try

Ref.'

Hq

I

Ptu21

2

lhx

I

nftP4232

I

orth

3

r43( ?)

4

Tetrag

5

Tetrag

5

5

3

8.48

tAlF6

L@ teEp. Rb3AlF6

Tetrag

'1.048

Hlgh t@p. nb3AlF6

7.C.C.

1.O22

tligh t@p. Ca34'lFo

Lq t@p. Cs3AlF6

Tetng
9.42

Roferencd: (l) carton 8 {anklyn (1955), 12) Brms et ar. (196S),
(3) Hold (1966), (4) thls study, (5) HolE (196s).
These values are supercededby the follorlng values.
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of K&AIF6. If two tetragonal polymorphs of this
phase exist, presumably the lower-temperature
phase will either belong to one of the lowersymmetry space groups listed above, or be primitive.
The situation with respect to LLAIFo is much
more complex. On the basis of a DTA study,
Garton & Wanklyn reported the existence of
five polymorphs and prblished cell dimensions
for the cr, B and y-phasesnwith hexagonal cells
for the first two polymorphs and a cubic cell
for the y-phase. Ilowerrcr, a crystel structure
determination on <r-Li*AlFe @urns et al. 1968)
sliowed that the a-phase was actually orthorhombic Cfable 8). Burns et al. (1968) also
question the indexing of the B and 7-phase powder patterns. DTA studies by Holm (1966) indisated the existense of only three LiaAlFe polymorphs. He reported that the 'low-temperature'
polymorph was orthorhombic, but the cell dimensions differ from those reported by Burns
et al. (1968) for the @-phase.In addition, .r-ray
diffraction results aI 625"C indicated that the
'high-temperature' phase was cubic; Holm
(1966) indexed the pattern on a cubis cell of a
= 12.03(5)A and reported the space group as
1a3d, suggesting that Li&AlFs has the cryolithionite structure at high temperature. Howevef, the reflection Q22), listed as very strong
in the high-temperature powder pattern, is not
compatible with the space group la3d as it
violates the d-glide criterion of hhl, 2h+l 4n. T\e a-glide criterion of 0&/, k, (I) -- 2n is
still obeyed indicating that the most likely space
group is 1a3. Although this is a sub-group of
Ia3d, the fact that tbe Q22) reflection is classed
as very strong indicates that the structure is not
very likely to be a distorted version of the cryolithionite structure. Conversely, the pattern of
the high-temperature phase cannot be indexed
on a cubic cell of a * 6.954, indicating that
the structure does not conform to th,e cubic
cryolite structure. Whilst the observed cell dimensions of a = I2.A3A is identical with the
bodydiagonal of the ideal cubic cryolite structure with M+ = Li. extreme distortion of the
ideal structure would be required to form a
cubic cell of this edgeJength.
The DTA work by Holm (1966) indicates a
transition to the cubic phase at 597'C; the hightemperature r-ray pattern of the y-phase presented by Garton & Wanklyn (1965) was taken
at 596"C, exactly at the cubic transition-temperature reported by Holm (1966). Although
Garton & Wanklyn indexed the y-phase as
cubic (a - 14.24), agreernent between the observed and calculated peak positions is poor
(also see Burns el al. 1968). If the pattern was
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taken at the transition temperature, it is possible that it actually consists of two components, a higher-temperature phase corresponding
to the high-temperature phase of Holm (1966),
and a lower-temperatwe phase corresponding
to the B-phase of Garton & Wanklyn (1965).
Comparison of the .three patterns indicates that
this could be so, although a few extraneous reflections may correspond to LiF as suggested
by Garton & Wanklyn (1965). In view of the
confusion still remaining in tle polymorphism
of Li"AlFu, a single-crystal x-ray study is
planned.
As is apparent from the previous discussion,
the degree of complexity in the polymorphisrn
of the M}A1F6 compounds increases as the
ionic radius of the alkali cation decreases. As
the departure of these phases from cubic symmetry is caused by too small an atom occurring
in too large a space, it is not surprising that tlte
cubic transition temperature is a function of
cation radius.
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